Hampshire Constabulary
Education Partnership Team Update - Community Partnership
Information Sharing (CPI)

As part of our work to better support our relationship with schools and
colleges to protect and prevent our young people becoming victims of
crime and exploitation.
We want to ensure you are confident in communicating with us, regarding non-urgent
intelligence.
What is a CPI?
Sharing of information is critical to developing a
clearer picture of local and wider concerns and issues,
to inform the actions police need to take to reduce
threat, harm and risk.
To help improve information sharing, the CPI form
gives professionals a safe and direct way to share
non-urgent information with police regarding children/adults at risk. Information can relate to a
range of areas including but not limited to:
-

Drug related concerns

-

Anti-social behaviour

-

Missing, or at risk of Exploitation, trafficking.

-

Organised crime

-

Community Cohesion

Why should I use it in my school/college?
-

Offers another referral pathway, for incidents that may not meet other thresholds. .

-

All staff can use it - it is an auditable document and allows first hand reporting, instead
of verbal reporting through many hands, this also ensures accuracy when the referral is
received as information is sanitised and graded.

You can find out more about when to use a CPI via this link: Community Partnership Information
Sharing Form – Safe4Me
What will police do with the information?
-

Specialist staff review the information within 2 hours (usually within 15-30mins)

-

Sensitive details will be sanitised

-

An intelligence log is created and added to the police system to be viewed and acted
upon by the appropriate team

-

Assessment is made on how the information will be used

Grading is made at the following levels:
-

High priority - Actioned immediately, passed to the control room for officer deployment.

-

Normal priority - dealt with in slower time, processed through relevant teams.

-

Crime, not intelligence - sent to the control room for local investigation.

You will not ordinarily receive feedback from your submission, as this allows us to protect the
source of the information. However there are some occasions where we may need to seek
further information/clarification.
If you have any questions or think you may benefit from a training session on CPIs please do
contact the team via schoolyouthengagement@hampshire.police.uk
Wishing you the best of luck for the new academic year.
Kind Regards
Graham Thomas and Carole Sweeney
Education Partnership Managers
Education Partnership Team

